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Julia Baracho - Demonstrate

                            tom:
                Em

            Bm           G              Cadd9
     Earn the secrets, make ?em last
                          Bm
I know you got me in your head
           G                         Cadd9
Come and tell me just how it?s gonna be

As soon as you move, come and talk to me
Bm                       G                    Cadd9
     I've learned that mistakes could drive you insane at
night

But I'm not gonna try to change it for somebody else
Bm      G            Cadd9
Catch my spel, make it fly

            Bm             G
See I gotta try to be myself, no one else
                 Cadd9
I can tell by my senses
                            Bm
Growing fances around us to try to deny
         G                            Cadd9
To hold back, couldn?t fight from the ashes

Burning inside my soul and I still try
    Bm                                     G
To breath cause underneath there?s something worth the
fighting
              Cadd9
There's these sirenes around my head
                        Bm
And I fight the urge to walk away, far away
     G
I?m quite awake, so make me stay
        Cadd9
Demonstrate

Bm           G              Cadd9
     Time is ticking, and I need to know baby
                                      Bm
If your chances are no longer so satisfying
           G                               Cadd9
Was it for me, or just for you and your selfish truth?
      Bm                   G
Well, I've learned that the time fixes
       Cadd9
Almost anything If you have patience
                        Bm                       G
But I know that It gets harder in the coldest nights
                          Cadd9
I'm convinced that I?m so fucking blind, blind

           Bm             G
See I gotta try to be myself, no one else
                           Cadd9
Should've learned from mistakes yeah

                            Bm
Growing fances around us to try to deny
         G                            Cadd9
To hold back, couldn?t fight from the ashes

Burning inside my soul and I still try
    Bm                                     G
To breath cause underneath there?s something worth the
fighting
              Cadd9
There's these sirenes around my head
                        Bm
And I fight the urge to walk away far away
     G
I?m quite awake, so make me stay
        Cadd9
Demonstrate

            D                           Cadd9
No need for searching for something that?s missing
                D                         Cadd9
Truth revealed to me throught the sound of my feelings
     D
So I listen and repeat
          Cadd9
Right in there, inside of me
     D
I'm stronger than I've ever been

           Bm             G
See I gotta try to be myself, no one else
                   Cadd9
Coudn?t sight consequences
                            Bm
Growing fances around us to try to deny
         G                            Cadd9
To hold back, couldn?t fight from the ashes

Burning inside my soul and I still try
    Bm                                     G
To breath cause underneath there?s something worth the
fighting
              Cadd9
There's these sirenes around my head
                        Bm
And I fight the urge to walk away, far away
     G
I?m quite awake, so make me stay
        Cadd9
Demonstrate

                        Bm
And I fight the urge to walk away
Far away
Quite awake
Isolate
             G
So make me stay
        Cadd9
Demonstrate
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